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MATHIEU NOZIÈRES, MERGING IMAGE LANGUAGES

 Until he met the painting program professors from the Cluj-Napoca school in Romania, Mathieu Nozières didn’t 
like painting, which he found heavy, cumbersome and weighed down by technical “stuff”, compared to drawing, which he 
likes and practices like an obsessional necessity ever since he was a child. His favorite tool was a pencil and his creed the 
precise line. As he loves inventing and telling himself stories, it is only natural he veered towards comics. And so, this is how 
he ended up in Liège, at Saint Luc to study his discipline after high school and a high school diploma in literature he obtained 
in Grenoble (France), his hometown. Belgian comics’ reputation combined with the school’s high level push him North where 
he’ll soon get his Masters… in painting. However, he doesn’t leave behind his first love to which he stays faithful by feverishly 
and tirelessly filling sketch books and thinking out stories that could very well end up on an editor’s desk very soon.

 Meanwhile, in the middle of his studies and thanks to the Erasmus program, he experienced a reorientation. He 
unexpectedly had to deeply question himself, a consequence of a slightly forced choice. At the Cluj-Napoca Arts and 
Design University where he ends up for a one-year residency, there isn’t any comics program, so he turns to painting, not 
without some apprehension. There, he met Marius Bercea, a professor he truly admired who will not only introduce him 
but also convert him to painting, giving him “the keys” and mainly, the taste for it. Back in Liège, he fully immerses himself 
in this new field of exploration, while pursuing his pictorial studies. Cluj also opened other doors. While he’s a student 
there Catherine Millet, whom he knows from her book “The sexual life of Catherine M.”, is giving a conference. A brief 
conversation followed, prolonged by a mailing of documents to the Art Press editors who answered… a good year later, 
proposing to publish a commentary in the monthly magazine, signed by Alexia Creuzen, one of his professors in Liège. 
This gives his pictorial work “War” great visibility. She concludes by saying: “Perhaps Mathieu Nozières sees the canvas 
as a constantly reactivated battlefield. Figuratively “War” could mean the hard-fought battle necessary to any act of 
creation and quest for authenticity.” This combat, he fights it daily with a determination akin to relentlessness, working on 
drawing and painting at the same time. Actually, he picked a sizeable challenge, attempting to merge the two disciplines 
into an obviously new singular media. He holds all the cards and has shown he has the right potential in both disciplines. 
Fiction wise, he creates bridges, especially because he uses his imagination and not preexisting images. He wants to stay 
flexible and not be closed in. Done on wood, some small paintings are about texture, framing and comics format while his 
large paintings are thought out, very elaborate through multiple interventions but show “fast execution and instantaneous 
vitality”; they overflow with expanding expressiveness. In a project he wants “human and not comics with a complex or 
frustrated painting”, he will have to reconcile his impulses, practices, imagination, sense of storytelling without falling into 
literature in pictures. We bet he will succeed, very soon!

Claude Lorent pour "La Libre Art"
 
 
 After a year in China, this exhibition is the result of the pictorial research Mathieu Nozières has undertaken over 
the last few years. Swinging between comics and contemporary art, he has noticed from his comings and goings the 
numerous differences as well as convergences between these two worlds.
The contemporary universe is characterized by a total freedom of form and content, very precious liberty indeed. But the 
contemplative aspect of painting can’t satisfy Mathieu Nozières’ narrative imagination. At the same time, comics lacks 
visual elasticity as copy covers the image and vice-versa. There is no real visual and literary cooperation. In the work 
Mathieu Nozières presents here, the two media feed off each other without excluding one another. 
His stop in China taught him to cooperate with void and the works shown usually depict one single thing. In all his body of 
work, there is a will to bring things down to the essential, a way to condense the image. These paintings call for a sensory 
apprehension and can be seen as small fragments taken from broader worlds.

translation by Françoise Dubois

MATHIEU NOZIÈRES 
Quand le vent se lève
PAINTINGS
21.03.2014/26.04.2014
Friday>sSaturday 12pm-6pm and by appointment

Opening 20.03.2014  6pm-9pm
DuboisFriedland is happy to present Mathieu Nozières’ first solo exhibition in Brussels
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MATHIEU NOZIÈRES peinture 21.03.2014 / 26.04.2014

High definition photographs are available upon request at the gallery.
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Peace, acrylic on canvas, 61x46 cm, 2014Gone are the Blossoms, acrylic on canvas, 41x32,5 cm, 2014

Angry cube, oil and acrylic on canvas, 38x45cm, 2014

Born in 1988 in Grenoble (France). Lives and works in Belgium. 2013 Teaching Art at Hangzhou N2 Highschool 
Hangzhou (China), 2012  China Academy of Arts Hangzhou (China), Master in painting at Aca in Liège, Résidency at 
Cluj-Napoca (Roumanie) in 2011, Degree in Comics at Saint Luc in Liège, Erasmus Scholarship 2009-2010 at Art & 
Design university in Cluj, Degree in painting in 2011.
Solo show 2012 Cream Slice, BAL - Museum of Fine Arts Liege, 2012 Still (some) Life, Mie Lefever Gallery, Gent, Belgium
Group show "Paintball" duboisfriedland (Bruxelles, 2012); Group show "We love Art" duboisfriedland (Bruxelles, 2011); 
Exposition duo (avec Magda Amarioarei): "From this side of time" galerie Flux, Liège, 2010; Group Show "Sex and 
Space" 2010, Ex kenvelo, Cluj-Napoca. Selected "Young Artist Art Libre" 2012

... we underline with pleasure 
the capacity to arrange highly 

evocative, imaginary mental 
visions.

Claude Lorent


